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Overview

� Multisemiotic news stories
� The corpus

� Analysing intertextual/intersemiotic play� Analysing intertextual/intersemiotic play
� A corpus linguistic approach

� Conclusion
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the multisemiotic 
news story
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Workers walk 
across the dried 
bed of the 
Hongyashan 
reservoir in 
Minqin, north-
western China. 
The reservoir, 
which is the 
largest in Asia 
and can hold 98 and can hold 98 
million cubic 
metres of water, 
dried up last 
month for the 
first time since 
1958, bringing 
hardship to the 
thousand of 
families 
depending on it.
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the corpus
� Sydney Morning Herald
� Broadsheet newspaper 

in Sydney, NSW, 
Australia

� Circulation of over � Circulation of over 
210,000 Monday to 
Friday and 365,000 on 
a Saturday

� Corpus of 1000 stories -
June 2004 to Nov 2006
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General Statistics…

� 64% International 36% local
(AP, Reuters, AFP)

� 86% soft news 14% hard news� 86% soft news 14% hard news
� 85% exclusive to SMH
� 85% in colour 
� 95% have an element of play between the 

heading and the image
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How do they play?
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Analysing intertextual/intersemiotic play

� Interpreting intertextual/intersemiotic play
� Corpus linguistics: idiom vs. open-choice 

principle as ‘ways of interpreting language’ principle as ‘ways of interpreting language’ 
(Hunston & Francis 2000: 22)
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Idiom-principle vs. open-choice

The principle of idiom is that a language user 
has available to him or her a large number of 
semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute 
single choices, even though they might appear single choices, even though they might appear 
to be analysable into segments (Sinclair 1991: 
110)

� Larger units of meaning; importance of co-text; 
lexical priming (Hoey 2005)
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Idiom-principle vs. open-choice II

This [the open-choice principle] is a way of 
seeing language as the result of a very 
large number of complex choices. At each 
point where a unit is completed (a word or point where a unit is completed (a word or 
a phrase or a clause), a large range of 
choice opens up and the only restraint is 
grammaticalness…Virtually all grammars 
are constructed on the open-choice 
principle (Sinclair 1991: 109-110) 
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Unexpected choices

� For Sinclair idiom principle takes priority; 
but ‘choices which are unexpected in their 
environment will presumably occasion a environment will presumably occasion a 
switch’ (Hunston & Francis 2000: 22)

� Lexical choices only discussed
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Corpus and discourse community

The intuition of a language user regarding 
a particular lexical item is the product of 
tens, hundreds, or thousands of 
experiences of that item, scattered across experiences of that item, scattered across 
years of heterogeneous language 
experience. In representing the discourse 
of a community, a very large corpus can 
mimic, though not of course, replicate, that 
experience (Thompson & Hunston 2000: 
15) 
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Military at full stretch 

� At full stretch: 1. ‘using as much energy as 
possible, or the greatest possible amount 
of supplies’ vs. 2. ‘body fully 
stretched/state of body being stretched’stretched/state of body being stretched’

� First reading: meaning 1 (corpus 
evidence)

� Re-interpretation (meaning 2) because of 
ideational representation (‘legs at full 
stretch’)
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Double-take

� Both readings present!
� Simultaneous readings as key feature of 

punningpunning
� Contrast claim that ‘both interpretations 

[open-choice vs. idiom-principle] are not 
simultaneously possible’ (Hunston & 
Francis 2000: 22)
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Conclusion

� What kind of cultural practice is the SMH
engaging the reader in here?
� amused by our language (the ways in which it draws 

attention to itself)attention to itself)
� Intersemiotic punning
� Intertextual references

� The challenge to SMH readers - if we get it, 
we’re part of the ‘in-group’ – what Chang (2004) 
refers to as “membershipping” or “insiderism” 
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